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A Fast-Dynamic Unipolar Switching Control Scheme for Single Phase Inverters 

in DC Microgrids  

 

1 Mandip Pokharel, 2 Nicolai Hildebrandt, 1Carl N.M. Ho, and 3Yuanbin He 

 

Abstract – This paper presents the digital implementation of a boundary controller with unipolar 

switching characteristic for single phase voltage source full bridge inverters. This paper expands the 

application of second order switching surface based control method to unipolar switching of single 

phase voltage source inverters (VSI) using finite-state machine. The finite state machine has been 

formulated considering four different states of the inverter; Positive, Zero1, Negative and Zero2. The 

second order boundary control governs current state of the system and provides proper switching 

action to keep the system within desired reference. The control law is implemented digitally in 

F28m35x digital control card. A full bridge inverter topology is used to achieve the three-level voltage 

switching. Various simulations and experiments were performed in a 550VA, 120V, 60Hz VSI with 

digitally implemented controller to verify the theoretical predictions. A high-quality voltage output 

was obtained for various loading conditions. The transient performance of the controller was 

investigated using a reference and load changes. A comparison of the implementation was made with 

the exiting classical controllers to verify the fast-dynamic response of the system.    

 
Index Terms—voltage source inverter (VSI), second order switching surface, boundary control, 

unipolar PWM, DC microgrid, Finite State Machine 



 

INTRODUCTION 

Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) is a well-known topology in terms of its application. VSIs are 

widely used in industrial electronics such as Uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS) and Active Voltage 

Conditioners (AVC) [1]-[4]. A typical VSI topology is shown in Fig. 1. In a DC microgrid, VSIs 

basically acts as an interface between the DC grid and typical AC loads, such as household appliances 

[5]. To sum up the application of VSI, it is mainly used to emulate an AC grid to supply existing AC 

loads. It is therefore of utmost importance that quality of output AC voltage be of highest quality.    

 

Fig. 1 Full bridge voltage source inverter with LC output filter. 

The performance of VSI is largely dependent on the type of controller used to control its 

output voltage. One of the effects of the control dynamics of a VSI is its impact in the Power Quality 

(PQ) of the emulated grid. Therefore, various fast dynamic control schemes for VSIs have been 

proposed to shorten the transient period to get rid of the distortions seen in the output voltage. One of 

many ways to improve dynamic performance of the system is to go with the multi-loop control 

system. Taking this into consideration [6] proposed a digital implementation of linear controller with 

current and voltage loop in a Full Bridge (FB) VSI. [7] compares the existing multiloop controller’s 

performance in a tabulated form for inverter application with a sliding mode fixed frequency 

controller with unipolar switching scheme. The sliding mode with fixed frequency proposed by [7] 

had the shortest transient response time of 0.5ms in the comparison. Digital implementation of 

Boundary control with Second-order Switching Surface (SSS) for a half bridge inverter has been 

proposed by [8]. [9] proposes a geometric approach to boundary control for implementing the control 

law for inverters. Further, the advantage of higher order boundary control over first and second order 



 

controller was proposed in [10]. Moreover, with the higher order system comes the difficulty in 

implementation with less significant improvements in the dynamic response. Among the controllers, 

the boundary control with SSS is a promising solution. The control scheme gives nearly the shortest 

time transient since the controller predicts the move of system switching trajectories [8]-[13]. Also, 

the implementation of such controller is simple; it can be implemented using analog discrete devices 

[4] or a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) [8]. However, the state-of-the-art boundary control 

methodology using SSS limits the selection of VSI topology. Basically, the control methodology 

takes the steady-state characteristics into account in its control law. In order to simplify the control 

law, two-level (2-L) switching topologies are chosen [8]. It is well known that using 2-L switching 

scheme in a FB inverter leads to higher current ripple or larger inductor size and losses compared to 

a three-level (3-L) switching scheme [14]-[17]. Although multi-level switching scheme of boundary 

control with SSS has been proposed by [18], it is for general 3-L topologies, for example Neutral 

Point Clamped (NPC), T-NPC and Flying-caps topologies. If it is applied to a FB VSI, two 

semiconductor switches will work at higher switching frequency (e.g. 20 kHz), and other two 

semiconductor switches will work at line frequency (e.g. 60 Hz) thereby, causing the losses to 

concentrate on the high frequency switching devices. This leads to higher thermal stress on the 

devices thus requiring a larger cooling system. Thermal management is one of the critical design 

criteria in designing VSI for DC microgrids applications as it requires higher power density to fit into 

a very small outlet box to convert a DC voltage to an AC voltage powered loads [19]-[20]. 

This paper proposes the application of Boundary control with SSS for Unipolar Switching 

scheme of FB VSI using Finite state machine (FSM) method. This allows to extend the application 

of Unipolar switching scheme to achieve a fast-dynamic response keeping all the switches within 

their thermal limits. This is as a result of uniformly distributed switching signal given by the 

controller. This also helps to bring down the size requirement of passive components. The ideal 

switching waveforms of unipolar operation are shown in Fig. 2. 



 

 
Fig. 2 PWM with unipolar switching. 

The fact that, all semiconductor switches switch at the same switching frequency can result in 

better thermal management of the devices. The proposed controller uses a FSM to determine the 

converter switching state based on the trajectory selected by the control law implemented in a digital 

signal processor (DSP). The control concept has been successfully verified by simulations and 

experimental results with a 550 VA, 120 V, 60 Hz FB VSI prototype. The results show the system 

operating with unipolar switching scheme. The dynamic performance of the controller has been tested 

during large signal disturbances, such as load step changes and reference voltage changes. To verify 

the claim of a better dynamic response with proposed method a comparison has been made with a 

traditional Proportional-Integral (PI) based controller as well as other controllers like decoupled PI 

and a non-ideal Proportional Resonant (PR) Controller.   

  



 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

A.  Switching Patterns of Unipolar Switching Control Scheme 

A FB VSI topology is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a direct current (DC) voltage source, four 

switches, four anti-parallel diodes, a LC output filter and a load connecting to the middle of each arm 

at the junctions A and B. By switching ��� between the DC input voltage ���� and ���� with 

switches (S2, S3) on, (S4, S1) off and (S4, S1) on, (S2, S3) off, a bipolar pulse-width modulation 

(PWM) is performed [12]-[13] . To have unipolar pulse-width modulation (UP-PWM) as in Fig. 2, 

two more freewheeling switch combinations are needed. The freewheeling switching combinations 

 �S1; S2; S3; S4� � �ON; OFF; ON;OFF�, and  �S1; S2; S3; S4� � �OFF; ON; OFF; ON�,  

that yields ��� � 0	V, are used in alternation with active switch combinations to achieve UP-PWM. 

 

Fig. 3 Unipolar switching states. 

Fig. 3 shows the equivalent circuits during each switching state of a FB VSI with UP-PWM 

switching scheme. It can be seen that two switches in an arm are changed at the same time for each 

state change. Besides, there are two possible zero states, ZERO1 and ZERO2, in the circuit state 

diagram. Table I gives the summary of the four inverter states. The VSI has same electrical responses 

in both the zero states but the inductor current is freewheeling with two different paths. The state-



 

space equations for describing the operation of the FB VSI are, 

 x� � A�x � B�v�� � ∑ �A�x � B�v���q�!�"#  (1) 

where $ � % &'�(), *� �	 % 0 �1/,
1/- �1/.-), /# � 01/,0 1, /! � 0�1/,0 1. 

Matrices *#, *! and /� are empty and qi(t) are the switching functions of the switched structure 

system. The system trajectories of system (1) are shown in Fig. 4. Three different families of 

trajectories defined by following conditions are obtained; 

1) When �2#; 2!� � �1; 0� , the family of positive state trajectories (in red) is active, the system of 

equations in (1) converges to 3�( ; &'4 � 3���; ��� .⁄ 4. The corresponding circuit is “POS” in Fig. 3. 

2) When �2#; 2!� � �0; 1�, the family of negative state trajectories (in blue) is active, the system of 

equations in (1) converges to 3�( ; &'4 � 3����; ���� .⁄ 4. The corresponding circuit is “NEG” in 

Fig. 3. 

3) When �2#; 2!� � �1; 1� and �0; 0� the family of freewheeling state trajectories (in black) is 

active, the system of equations in (1) converges to 3�( ; &'4 � 30	V; 0	A4. The corresponding circuits 

are “ZERO1” and “ZERO2” in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 4 System trajectories of a full bridge voltage source inverter 

TABLE I INVERTER STATES 

Inverter State �67; 68� �97; 98; 9:; 9;� <=> Trajectory Family 

POS �1; 0� �?@@; ?A; ?A; ?@@� ��� positive 

NEG �0; 1� �?A; ?@@; ?@@;?A� ���� negative 

ZERO1 �0; 0� �?A; ?@@; ?A; ?@@� 0	V freewheeling (zero) 

ZERO2 �1; 1� �?@@; ?A; ?@@;?A� 0	V freewheeling (zero) 



 

 

B.  Control Law for the Output Voltage Control with Unipolar Switching Scheme 

The system trajectories can be approximated by second-order switching surfaces (SSS) for all 

three positive, negative and the freewheeling states. In this paper, in order to achieve unipolar 

switching, positive and freewheeling trajectories are used during the positive half-wave of the 

reference voltage �BCD�E� (Mode I), and negative and freewheeling trajectories are used during the 

negative half-wave of �BCD�E� (Mode II). Fig. 5 shows the ideal trajectories during Mode I and Mode 

II operations.  

 

Fig. 5 Unipolar second order switching surfaces (SSS) for positive (Mode I) and negative (Mode II) 

reference voltage 

Four different switching criteria, two for each modes, can be determined based on switching 

instants dictated by the boundary control law using similar approach as in [3]-[4], [8],[10]-[13].  

The switching criterion for taking a positive trajectory, i.e. applying ���� to the terminal A-

B of the LC filter during Mode I is, 

 �(�E� F �(,H���E� � I#����, �BCD� ∙ &(!�E� 
and &(�E� K 0	A (2) 

where, �(,H�� is the lower boundary of the voltage hysteresis and the parameter I# given as the 

function of ���	and	�BCD is represented by (6). , and - are the nominal values of the LC filter. 



 

The switching criterion for taking a freewheeling trajectory, i.e. applying 0	V to the terminal 

A-B of the LC filter during Mode I is, 

 �(�E� ≥ �(,HPQ�E� � I!��BCD� ∙ &(!�E� 
and &(�E� > 0	* (3) 

where �(,HPQ is the upper boundary of the voltage hysteresis and I! given as the function of �BCD 
is represented by (7). 

Similarly, in Mode II where �BCD  is negative, the switching criteria for taking a negative 

trajectory is, 

 �(�E� ≥ �(,HPQ�E� � IST�UV , �WXYZ ∙ &(!�E� 
and &(�E� > 0	A (4) 

with IS given as the function of ���	and	�BCD represented by (8). 

The switching criteria for taking freewheeling trajectory in Mode II is: 

 �(�E� F �(,H���E� � I!��BCD� ∙ &(!�E� 
and &(�E� K 0	* (5) 

 

 

 I#����, �BCD� � [
\	]	 ^

_`a�b�c_def�b� (6) 

 I!��BCD� � '
!	(

#
gdef�h� (7) 

 IS����, �BCD� � [
\	]	 ^

_`a�b�i_def�b�. (8) 

A detailed derivation of (2) to (8) are presented in the Appendix. 

Switching surfaces for Mode I and Mode II are illustrated by Fig. 5. Switching boundaries when 

�BCD � 0.3 ∙ ���  and �BCD � �0.5 ∙ ���  are highlighted; the switching hysteresis �HPQ � �H��  is 

neglected. The surfaces represented by Fig. 5 are very close to the ideal trajectories given by Fig. 4. 

The typical steady state waveforms during Mode I and Model II operations are shown in Fig. 6. 



 

 

Fig. 6 Typical waveforms in steady-state operation and corresponding inverter states in Mode I and 

Mode II 

STEADY-STATE CHARACTERISTICS  

A.  Duty Ratio 

The Duty ratio of an inverter would be a time varying quantity dependent on the position of the 

output voltage magnitude varying as a sinusoidal quantity. At the same time, the operating principle 

of an inverter may be compared to that of a buck converter and the relation of Duty cycle can be 

easily derived.  

The output voltage of the inverter can be expressed taking into assumption the steady state output 

voltage equal to the reference voltage.  

 �(�E� � �WXY�E� � lm sinpE (9) 

where, lm is the peak value of the output sinusoidal voltage. 

 
Taking into account the fact that, source voltage of LC filter across terminal AB is changing 

between positive voltage and zero voltage when the inverter output voltage is in the positive half 

cycle, the following relation can be obtained;  



 

 q�E� � rs t��uh
rvw  (10) 

where, lUV is the input DC voltage. 

B.  Inductor Current Ripple 

The inductor current ripple may be expressed in the similar method implied by the buck converter 

steady state equations. Taking turn on condition in the positive half cycle where the inductor current 

increases. 

 
xy[
xh � rvwzrs t��uh

' ⇒ ∆}'�E� � ~rvwzrs t��uh
' � ��h�

Y��  (11) 

This shows the inductor current ripple is also varying along with the duty ratio if the switching 

frequency is assumed constant. The above equation may further be expanded as; 

 	∆}'�E� � �rvwzrs t��uh�	rs t��uh
'	Y��	rvw	  (12) 

C.  Capacitor Voltage Ripple 

The capacitor voltage ripple is controlled by boundary control defined by the hysteresis band, ∆.    

The capacitor voltage ripple is basically a contribution of the inductor current ripple assumed 

equivalent to the capacitor current. Hence, the steady state equation for capacitor voltage can be 

expressed as; 

 ∆l��E� � ∆y[�h�
�(Y�� � �rvwzrs t��uh�	rs t��uh

�	'	(	Y��\	rvw  (13) 

D.  Switching Frequency 

The equations for inductor current ripple and capacitor voltage ripple have reciprocate relation to 

the switching frequency. Therefore, if one is fixed the other varies with time. This way it is difficult 

to have the measure of switching frequency if the control objective is to maintain the voltage or 

current ripple.  

A relation between the voltage band and switching frequency has been described by [10]. The 

expression can be re-written as below;  



 

 ����E� � ��∆z�.� (14) 

where,   

� � �lUV � lm sinpE�	lm sinpE
,	lUV  

  

and   

� � �I#I!
�2q�E�I! ��2�1 � q�E��I# 

  

The above equations are valid for the positive half cycle of the inverter. Similar equations can be 

derived for the negative half cycle when the inductor source voltage is switching between negative 

��� and 0. The only change would be in the variables H and K which can be expressed as below;  

 

� � lm �&� pE	�lUV � lm �&�pE�
,	lUV 	

	
 
   

� � � �I2I3
�2~ 1

q�E� � q�E�� I2 ��2~ 1
q�E� � q�E� � 1� I3

 

  

Hence, the measure of average switching frequency can be estimated even if the voltage band is fixed. 

  



 

CONTROLLER DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The control law has been implemented using Texas Instrument (TI) F28M35H52C Digital 

Signal Processor (DSP). Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the designed controller. Three functional 

blocks are included, Analog to Digital (A/D) converter, digital control algorithm and finite-state 

machine. Source voltage (����, filter capacitor current (&(�, reference voltage ��BCD� and capacitor 

voltage ��(� are sampled at 300 kHz. Alternatively, an internally programmed voltage reference is 

used to generate a simple sinusoidal waveform. Subsequently, the digital values are evaluated in the 

digital control algorithm, the flow chart is shown in Fig. 8. The algorithm determines the switching 

criteria which decides the upcoming switching action based on the instantaneous values of the sensed 

signals. The algorithm comprises of two switching criteria each for Mode I and Mode II. Every 

interrupt service routine (ISR) call is followed by the evaluation of one switching criteria. The output 

of the control algorithm is finally the decision based on trajectory to be taken; positive (coded “+1”), 

negative (coded “-1”) or freewheeling (coded “0”). 

 
Fig. 7 Structure of the digital inverter control 

Boundary control laws like SSS have no memory as their actions are based on instantaneous 

values only [10]. This allows easy implementation of such controllers either analog or digital. To 

have uniform distribution of switching losses among all switches, the controller should keep track of 

previously used switch combination of the freewheeling state. Based on previous freewheeling 

switching state a decision is made by the controller to take alternative switch combination in the 

current state. The paper proposes a way to use the finite-state machine (FSM) method to add this 

memory function without losing the inherent dynamics of SSS control law.   



 

 

Fig. 8 Digital control algorithm 

Fig. 9 shows state diagram in the FSM which processes the trajectory decision of the 

controller to generate necessary gate control signals. The output of each states is listed in Table I. The 

output of ZERO1 state is complementary to the output of the state ZERO2. The output of both POS 

states is identical, evenly the output of both NEG states is identical. As long as the output from control 

algorithm does not change, FSM stays in the same state. So is the gate control signal generated by 

FSM. When a new criterion is satisfied, FSM changes both its state and output according to the 

trajectory decision. Taking for instance, during Mode I, i.e. positive half of the reference voltage, 

FSM circles among states of the “outer circle” i.e. POS1-ZERO1-POS2-ZERO2-POS1. The doubled 

number of active states, POS1 and POS2, ensures a sequence in which the two freewheeling states 

ZERO1 and ZERO2 always alternate. This continues until a new criterion is satisfied and the 

trajectory decision forces a state to switch to negative state from a previous freewheeling zero state. 

This occurs when a zero crossing of the reference voltage is encountered and the state after this point 

circles through the “inner circle” of FSM. The NEG1 and NEG2 in FSM ensures the alternation of 

the two freewheeling states.  



 

 

Fig. 9 Unipolar switching finite-state machine 

  



 

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A.  Simulation Results-Boundary Controller 

The performance and switching patterns of proposed controller have been verified through 

various simulations. Fig. 10 (a) shows a simulation waveform of an inverter using the proposed 

controller operating under a sudden load change condition. The load change is made from 97 Ω to 

57 Ω and vice versa. It is seen that output voltage remains a pure sinusoid before and after the load 

transients. Also from the waveform, it can be inferred that the voltage can return to steady-state in 

two switching actions after the load transient. The system is throughout operating with UP-PWM 

scheme as shown in the simulated waveforms in Fig. 10 (a). Fig. 10 (b) further shows a X-Y chart of 

the waveforms between inductor current and capacitor voltage. It illustrates that the inverter is 

initially operating in Mode I and is therefore operating with positive trajectory around a 97Ω load 

line. The system trajectory runs through a freewheeling state to a negative trajectory (Mode II) where 

at the peak of the voltage it encounters a large load transient to 57Ω. The controller immediately 

responds to this transient and starts following a new load line. The new steady state operating point 

is reached within two switching actions. Similar action is seen when the load transient (57Ω to 97Ω) 

occurs at the peak of positive half cycle.   

  

 (a) (b) 

Fig. 10 Simulated results of load change transient from 97 Ω to 57 Ω and vice versa, (a) time domain 

(b) phase plane. 



 

Fig. 11 (a) and (b) shows simulation waveforms and phase plane plot of an inverter using the 

proposed controller operating under reference voltage transients. The reference voltage is changed 

from 120Vrms to 60Vrms and back to 120Vrms. Similar observations to the case of load transients 

can be made. The output voltage immediately follows the reference voltage step change. The system 

is throughout operating with UP-PWM scheme. The new operating point is again reached within two 

switching actions. 

  

 (a) (b) 

Fig. 11 Simulated results of reference voltage change transient from 120 V to 60 V and vice versa; 

with 97 Ω load, in (a) time domain (b) phase plane 

B.  Simulation Results- PI and PR controller 

To have a reference to validate the fast-dynamic performance of boundary control based VSI, 

three simulation cases were made; one with a conventional PI controller, second with a reference 

frame PI and final one with a PR controller.  

    1)  Directly Implemented PI controller 

The simplified block diagram of a directly implemented PI controller is shown below in Fig. 

12. The controller parameters are chosen using frequency response plots. The inverter power stage is 

modelled using state space averaging technique. Using the designed parameters, the steady state and 

transient performance of the controller is studied.  



 

 

Fig. 12 Inverter Control with directly Implemented PI 

    2)  PI controller Implemented with Reference Frame Transition  

The PI controller in Fig. 12 can be transformed into d-q reference frame by creating two 

orthogonal sinewaves. A transport delay of one quarter is used to create an orthogonal vector of the 

reference sinewave which is then converted to d-q axis frame using α-β to d-q transformation. Similar 

approach is followed for the output sinewave. The reference d-axis, q-axis voltages and measured d-

axis, q-axis voltages are fed to individual PI controllers. Since d and q axes are DC values, the use of 

PI controller on individual voltages would result in zero steady state error [22]. The simulation case 

of decoupled PI controller is made to study the steady state and transient performance of the 

controller. 

    3)  PR controller  

In terms of achieving zero steady state error PR controller acts the same way as a decoupled 

PI controller. A non-idea PR controller is chosen for comparison due to its less sensitivity variation 

to resonance frequency drift. The transfer function of non-ideal PR controller is represented by 

equation (15) below; 

��W��� � �� � !�vu��
�\�!u���u�                           (15) 

where, �� is the proportional gain, �U the integral gain, p� is the resonant frequency and p�  is 

the cut-off frequency [23]. A simulation was made to study the performance of this controller with 

inverter.    

 

 

���� �?  



 

TABLE II    CONTROLLER PARAMETER COMPARISON 

Parameters 
Controller Type 

PI Decoupled PI PR Boundary 

Steady State Error (%) 0.58 0.0431 0.071 Always within 

the Boundary 

specified 
% Peak Overshoot 88.03 72.89 91.67 

Settling Time (2%) 2.82 ms 2.2 ms 2.06 ms 296 µs 

 

It is clearly seen from Table II that, application of boundary control for a single-phase FB VSI 

with unipolar switching can result in a better transient tracking performance at the same time having 

flexibility over other controller parameters.    

C.  Experimental Results – Steady-State Operations 

A 550 VA, 185 V input DC voltage and 120 Vrms output AC voltage FB VSI prototype was 

used to verify the proposed controller under unipolar switching scheme with boundary control law 

implemented through a digital control under different loading conditions. Table III shows the 

specification and critical component parameters of the system. 

TABLE III SPECIFICATION OF THE PROTOTYPE 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Input Voltage Vin 185 V Output Filter Inductance L 7 mH 

Output Voltage Vout 120 V Output Filter Capacitance C 4.7 µF 

Rated Power PO 550 VA Switching Frequency fsw,avg 4 kHz 

 

Fig. 13 shows the steady-state waveforms of the prototyped VSI working with different 

loadings. In the diagrams, Ch1 represents the capacitor voltage; Ch2 represents the voltage across the 

mid-points of two arms (l��); Ch3 represents the switching instant of the lower arm switch of branch 

A; and Ch4 represents the output load current. 

Fig. 13 (a) shows waveforms when the system is working under no-load condition. The output 



 

voltage shows a purely sinusoidal voltage. The voltage across two arms (l��) shows that the system 

is in unipolar operating mode and the switching instant of the lower arm switch shows that the 

switching is working in high frequency at all time. Fig. 13 (b) shows waveforms when the system is 

working with a 57 Ω resistor (250 W). The output voltage is still sinusoidal while working in unipolar 

switching mode. The switching condition is unchanged from that of no-load condition. Fig. 13 (c) 

shows waveforms when the system is working with an inductive load. The load is formed by an 

inductor and a resistor bank. It draws 550 VA power, and the measured power factor of the load is 

0.78. The output voltage is a purely sinusoidal wave maintaining unipolar switching operation.  

In order to verify the VSI working with a DC microgrid, 9 commercial 12 W LED light bulbs 

were connected to the output of the VSI. It was to replicate a conventional lighting network connected 

to a DC microgrid. Moreover, the front stage of the LED light bulbs is a diode bridge, and this is used 

to test the controller performance under non-linear load characteristics. The waveforms are shown in 

Fig. 13 (d). It shows that the output voltage is kept sinusoidal and without distortion.  

The measured voltage THDs in all steady-state operations are in the range of 1.27% to 1.5%. 

This signifies VSI providing a high-quality output voltage under all loading conditions, at the same 

time remaining well below the limit specified by the international standard IEEE 519 [21]. The 

experimental results verified that the VSI with the proposed controller can operate to provide a high 

quality sinusoidal voltage independent of the loading conditions. The sustained voltage output avoids 

any interference with the loads which would generate harmonic and subsequently contribute to higher 

losses in the loads. 



 

 
(a)  

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 13 Experimental results in steady-state operation, with (a) No-Load condition, (b) 250 W linear 

load, (c) 550 VA inductive load, and (d) 100 W non-linear loads 



 

D.  Experimental Results – Load Step Change Transient 

The controller operation for the load step is demonstrated through experimental results 

presented in Fig. 14 which shows a step change of load from 97 Ω to 57 Ω (150 W to 250 W) and 

back to 97 Ω (250 W to 150 W). The experimental result shows proper agreement with the theoretical 

predictions and simulation. The change in load step seeks for new operating point which has to be 

determined by the controller. The experimental results show a fast-dynamic performance of the 

controller to reach a new stable operating point for a load step change. The results show that transients 

have no effect on the quality of output voltage waveform. The gate signals in Fig. 14 show that the 

system works with unipolar switching which is same as the typical waveform in Fig. 2. The time for 

controller to find a new operating point after the transient is recorded 150-200µs.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 14 Experimental results in load step change transient, (a) 97Ω to 57Ω, and (b) 57Ω to 97Ω 



 

E.  Experimental Results – Reference Voltage Step Change Transient 

To have better understanding on operation and performance of the controller, controller 

response to a change in reference voltage can further be analyzed. Fig. 15 shows waveforms when 

the output voltage reference changes from 120 V to 24 V with a 97 Ω linear load. Although it may 

not happen in an AC grid emulator for DC microgrids, it is important to evaluate the dynamic 

performance of the proposed controller under all conditions. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 15 Experimental validation of controller for change in reference by 80% from 120 V (RMS) to 

24 V (RMS) and back to 120 V (RMS). 

The waveform of output voltage (Ch1) in Fig. 15 follows the reference voltage change. It is 

to be noted that, as the reference has been generated through the DSP, this change in reference is 

made internally. The load current (Ch 4) exactly follows the load voltage. The important thing here 



 

to be noticed is the performance of the controller even in the case of huge step change of 80%. The 

controller finds the stable operating point within 2 switching actions and forcing the output voltage 

to reach to the desired value. This has been studied for both the case of increasing and decreasing 

reference steps. The output voltage keeps sinusoidal, without distortion and stable before and after 

the transients. 

The time taken by the system from the instant of reference change to finding a next steady 

state operating point is recorded to be 320 µs. This is the time taken by the controller to find a new 

stable operating point. This is almost 10 times smaller compared to results from the conventional PI 

based controller scheme shown in section F which has its transition time in range of few milliseconds. 

This can be a good standing point for stating the tight performance of the controller even under severe 

transient conditions. This has also been verified through simulation results in Section B where the 

various controller parameters are analyzed under reference transients. 

F.  Experimental Results – Transients with Non-linear Loads 

To further demonstrate the performance of the controller, various tests were carried out even 

under non-linear loading conditions. For the sake of realization of non-linear load, nine 12 W LED 

lamps were connected in parallel with the provision of switching a group of 3 lamps each with one 

respective switch.  

To study the transient performance of the controller due to non-linear loading step, one switch 

was turned on and off during different time and the result was recorded. Similarly, the controller 

performance was recorded for change in reference steps. Fig. 16 (a) shows the response of the 

controller for a step change in load and reference voltage. For the step change in load, the output is 

changed to the next corresponding stable operating point in a very short time. Similarly, for the case 

of change in reference voltage in Fig. 16 (b), the output voltage tracks the reference voltage 

immediately. Two switching actions is enough for the controller to reach to the next steady state 

operating stable point. Since the inverter is used in DC microgrids, potentially dimmer function can 



 

be integrated into the inverter by changing the output voltage reference. Fig. 16 (b) shows that the 

output voltage has a sudden change from 60V to 120V. The VSI reacts very fast without affecting the 

quality of output voltage before and after the transient.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 16 Dynamic performance of controller under non-linear loading conditions, (a) a load change, 

and (b) a reference change. 

G.  Experimental Results – Conventional PI Based Controller 

Unipolar FB VSI with a conventional PI based controller has been simulated and accordingly 

implemented through a DSP as a benchmark case. Steady state and transient performance of the 

controller has been investigated under various operating scenarios. The steady state operation of the 

system shows output voltage in track with the reference voltage. The stable performance of the system 



 

under both steady and transient conditions are shown in Fig. 17. The dynamic performance of the 

system during load and reference change shows a transition time of 3.44ms (Fig. 17 (b)) and 3.84ms 

(Fig. 17 (c)) respectively. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 17 Performance of PI controller; (a) steady state, (b) load change and (c) reference change. 



 

H.  Performance Analysis of the Controller 

The dynamic performance of the proposed scheme has been demonstrated from sections A 

through F. Further to analyze the performance of the system, THD and efficiency of the system was 

recorded under various loading conditions.  

       TABLE IV TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS  

 

 

The efficiency of the system under leading, lagging and unity power factor conditions shows 

measurements above 95%, Table IV. Similarly, THD measurements under leading, lagging and unity 

power factor are recorded as shown in Table IV. The THD measurements are well under 5% under 

all loading conditions. These measurements show the high-quality performance of the proposed 

controller.          

 

 

 

 

 

Calculated Measured 

P.f. P.f. THD (%) Efficiency (%) 

0.9727 0.9739 

Leading 

1.8830 95.95 
0.9025 0.9072 1.8505 95.84 
0.7234 0.7288 1.6371 95.36 
0.5727 0.5829 1.4405 95.04 

1 1 
Unity 

1.7025 97.75 
1 1 1.9550 95.78 

0.9651 0.9442 

Lagging 

1.6368 96.07 

0.9888 0.9809 1.4750 97.58 

0.8671 0.882 1.2407 98.38 

0.6954 0.7373 1.4680 96.59 



 

CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a fast-dynamic response and unipolar switching control scheme for 

single phase voltage source inverters, particularly for interfacing a DC microgrid and AC loads. The 

control technique allowed the output voltage of the VSI to achieve a steady-state value very fast as 

compared to a traditional controller after the disturbance. In addition, it gave a three-level switching 

voltage waveform at the output with a uniform switching frequency in all four semiconductor 

switches. This allows to have semiconductor losses distributed equally among all four switches. The 

controller implemented provided proper control signal to follow the right second-order switching 

surface based on the reference voltage change or load step change. The finite state machine was used 

to provide the proper switching instants to implement the unipolar switching of the VSI. The 

mathematical models were provided and explained. A prototype of a unipolar switching full-bridge 

inverter was built and the control scheme was implemented in a DSP. The control scheme was 

successfully verified through computer simulations and experimental results. Simulations and 

experimental results all showed a good agreement with the theory. 

  



 

APPENDIX 

A.  Derivation of the Switching Criteria for Mode I and Mode II 

In Mode I, i.e. for �BCD > 0 V the criteria derivations largely correspond to those for the buck 

converter as in Fig. 1. The criteria are derived for steady-state waveforms shown in Fig. 6. 

Assuming the average capacitor voltage �(���, which is identical to the average output voltage 

���������, to be equal to the reference voltage �BCD during the considered time intervals, the voltage across 

the inductor L is 

 �' =  
��
            −�(��� = −�BCD      for E = [E#; E!]   ��� − �(��� = +��� − �BCD     for E = [ES; E¤]

−��� − �(��� = −���� + �BCD�     for E = [E�; E¥]           −�(��� = −�BCD      for E = [E¦; E�]
 (A.1) 

 �' = , xU[
xh  

 &( = - xg]
xh  

 §�( = #
( &(§E (A.2) 

By applying the Kirchhoff’s current law for the capacitor current and assuming the output 

current &��� to be constant during the time intervals of interest, we get 

 
xU]
xh ≅ xU[

xh = g[
'  

 §E =  '
g[ §&(  (A.3) 

Putting (A.3) into (A.2) integrated over [E©; Eª] yields 

 
�(�Eª� − �(�E©� = « §�(h¬h = #

( « &(§E =h¬h
#
( « &( ∙ '

g[ §&(U]�h¬�
U]�h�

= #
(

'
g[

#
!  [&�!�Eª� − &(!�E©�] = #

( *|[h;h¬]
 (A.4) 

As shown in Fig. 6,  

 �(�E!� − �(�E#� = *|[h#;h!] -⁄ ,  

 �(�E¥� − �(�E�� = *|[h�;h¥] -⁄ ,  



 

 �(�E¤� − �(�ES� = *|[hS;h¤] -⁄   
and  �(�E�� − �(�E¦� = *|[h¦;h�] -⁄ . 

In Mode I ����E� has to be switched from ��� to 0 V at the instant E#so that �(  reaches 

the upper voltage hysteresis boundary �(,HPQ at the instant E!, because the capacitor C will continue 

being charged with &( > 0 A from the inductor during the freewheeling state after the switching 

action: 

 �(�E!� = �(�E#� + *|[h#;h!] -⁄  ≥ �(,HPQ 

with E© = E#, Eª = E!, &(�E!� = 0 A and �' =  −�BCD in (A.4) to calculate *# = *|[h#;h!] we get 

 �(�E#� ≥ �(,HPQ − '
!(

zU]\�h^�
zg¯°±  (A.5) 

Equation (3) is obtained which is based on (A.5). 

Same upper limit and area displayed as  *# applies for the switching to ����E�� = −���. 

With E© = E� , Eª = E¥ , &(�E¥� =  0 A  and �' =  −���� + �BCD�  in (A.4) to calculate *# =
*|[h�;h¥] we get 

 �(�E�� ≥ �(,HPQ − '
!(

zU]\�h²�
z�g`a�gdef� (A.6) 

Equation (4) is obtained which is based on (A.6). 

At the instants ESand E¦ the capacitor current is negative and a switch action must be taken 

as soon as the condition is given that the capacitor voltage will go below �(,H��, i.e. the equations to 

be fulfilled are 

 �(,H�� ≥ �(�E¤� = �(�ES� + *|[hS;h¤] -⁄  

And �(,H�� ≥ �(�E�� = �(�E¦� + *|[h¦;h�] -⁄  

With E© = ES, Eª = E¤, &(�E¤� = 0 A and �' = ��� − �BCD in the first equation and  E© =
E¦, Eª = E�, &(�E�� = 0 A and �' = −�BCD in the second equation we get 



 

 �(�ES� ≤ �(,H�� − '
!(

zU]\�h³�
g`azgdef (A.7) 

Equation (2) is obtained which is based on (A.7). 

 �(�E¦� ≤ �(,H�� − '
!(

zU]\�h´�
zgdef  (A.8) 

Equation (5) is obtained which is based on (A.8). 
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